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I. INTRODUCTION
Sound perception involves assessing the loudness, pitch and timbre of sound also known as tone color or tone quality. The perceived sound quality of a musical note, sound, or tone distinguishes different types of sound production, for eg. Sounds from various sources like animals, birds, bells, horns, moving vehicles, different types of voices, various musical instruments such as string instruments, wind instruments, and so on. While the pitch and loudness of the sources of sound may be same, the characteristic feature that distinguishes the sources is the timbre. Timbre is hence a general term for the distinguishable characteristics of a tone and it is mainly determined by the harmonic content of a sound and the dynamic characteristics of the sound such as vibrato and the attack-decay envelope of the sound [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
The vibration of sound waves is quite complex; most sounds vibrate at several frequencies simultaneously. The additional frequencies are called overtones or harmonics. Timbre is caused by the fact that each note from a musical instrument is a complex tone containing more than one frequency. A sound generated on any instrument produces many modes of vibration occurring simultaneously. The vibration that has the slowest rate is called the fundamental frequency and it usually has the highest amplitude.
In other words quality of auditory sensations produced by the tone of a sound wave is timbre. The timbre of a sound depends on its wave form, which varies with the number of overtones, or harmonics that are present, their frequencies, and their relative intensities.
For eg if a note A in the middle octave is played on an instrument, a note of frequency 440 Hz is obtained, which is the fundamental frequency corresponding to A, and is the same on any instrument tuned perfectly to "A'. Along with "A' other notes will also appear -at multiples of this frequency with different amplitudes which are known as the overtones and harmonics. On a flute which is a wind instrument, these harmonics will be quieter, hence it has very little texture or it is soft But on violin, which is a string instrument, some of the harmonics are louder compared to the harmonics of the flute, causing the violin to sound different. [6, 7] Musical instruments are broadly classified into four types namely (i)String instruments, or Thatha Vadya or Chordophones -Sound is produced by the plucking or bowing of a string or Chord which are tied tightly eg., different types of Veena, Sitar, Sarod, Santoor, tanpura, guitar (plucking); Violin, Viola, Sarangi (bowing) (ii) Wind Instruments or Sushira Vadya or Aerophones -Sound is produced due to blowing into an air column with or without reeds -eg., Musical notes and melodies were taken as inputs from various types of instruments -string instruments -Veena, Mandolin, Violin, Tambura, Sitar, Sarod; wind instruments including single reed, double reed and free reed -Flute, Saxophone, Nadaswara, Shehnai;
percussion and solid instrumentsMridangam, Khanjira, Morsing and Ghatam were investigated by plotting frequency spectrum for audio inputs of several notes and melodies and studying the variation of frequency with amplitude. Several audio inputs from a number of each type of instrument were studied and an overall nature of the spectra is shown in the results.
A. Artificial Neural Network approach
Several audio inputs from various instruments were input to different neural networks and output response was tested after training. Multilayer Percepteron, Generalised Feed forward, Time Delay, Radial Basis function networks were used for training. 70% of the samples were used for training, 10% for cross-validation and 20% for testing. About 206 exemplars were used. rhythmic -eg., Ghatam, triangles, cymbals, bells, sticks.
By analysing the spectral content of a note it is possible to get information about the type of the instrument.
There are some works on instrument identification using an Artificial neural network approach and using LDA (Linear Discriminant analysis) and other methods. However there is no known research work in terms of direct spectral analysis of audio inputs, particularly on instruments of Carnatic music [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Hence in the present research a broad spectrum of investigations have been carried out on several audio inputs from different types of instruments to make an analytical study of the nature of frequency spectra of various notes on different instruments.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Frequency Analysis
Audio inputs from wind instruments, string instruments and percussion instruments were
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. String Instruments:
Audio inputs from 6 instruments were studied namely, Veena, Mandolin, Violin, Sarod, Sitar, Tambura. Except in tambura, in all other instruments, the audio input given was the pure fundamental note to which the given instrument was tuned. The instruments were generally tuned at C, D or D# to correspond to the note S. The input signals in each case is shown along with the frequency response (figs 1 -8). Several inputs from different instruments were used in case of Veena and violin and two such responses are indicated in the graphs.
As expected, the pure note S gives raise to peak of high amplitude at the fundamental frequency of the reference note, i.e., C, D or D# corresponding to the values of 261.6 Hz (at C4), 293.6 Hz (at D4) or 311.1 Hz (at D#4). Along with this the string instruments in general give raise to several harmonics and overtones.
On veena, with a fundamental frequency at D#, several large amplitude peaks are observed at A#4 (P), D#5, A#5, C#6(3N2), D#6. On Mandolin at D#, similarly D# and its multiples, A# and its multiples, F7(4R2), G7(4G3), A7 at the higher octaves are present.
Violin which is bowing instrument also shows several peaks namely, D# and its multiples, A#, G, C#. Sarod, a popular Hindustani classical instrument which was tuned to a fundamental frequency of C showed even larger number of peaks -C#5, F5, F#5, G#5, E5, G#6, F6 and several higher modes multiples of these.
Sitar (tuned to D) shows a large number of peaks of quite high amplitudes like D5, D6, F#6 (3G3), A6 (P), C7, D7(4S), E7 (4R2), F#7, A7, B7, C8… Tamboora which was tuned to D# (S) consists of fundamental note at D# along with its higher harmonic at 2D# and the note P corresponding to A# and this gives raise to enormous number of peaks at the harmonics and overtones which resonate with the fundamental frequency.
In general large number of overtones and harmonics are generally observed in the string instruments, more so in sitar, Sarod and Tamboora. One of the reasons for the additional peaks is definitely due to resonance effects with other strings and the sustenance of vibrations of the strings. The timbre of these instruments can generally be called "deep".
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B. B.Wind and Reed Instruments
Saxophone is a single reed instrument while shehnai and nadaswaram are double reed instrument. Some Keyboards like the piano keyboard is a free reed instrument. Flute is a blowing instrument. Audio signals from these instruments were studied and the frequency spectra were obtained (figs [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The reference note was at C, D# or A# corresponding to frequencies of 261.6 Hz, 311.1 Hz or 466.2 Hz.
In a flute there are very few peaks seen. Except for the fundamental frequency very few harmonics of reasonable amplitude is present and hence the timbre of the instrument is softer. In instruments like nadaswaram also very few harmonics appear at the higher octaves. Kay board shows typical expected peaks at the reference note, its harmonics at higher octaves and at 3/2 times the fundamental frequency which is a consonant note. Shehnai and saxophone however show few additional peaks at higher octaves and a number of harmonics of the fundamental frequency which give these instruments their characteristic texture which is not soft, can be called "hard texture"
C. Percussion and Solid Instruments
Percussion instruments like Mridangam, Khanjira and Morsing were similarly studied at a fundamental frequency of E. It is found that most of the peaks obtained are of almost equal amplitude except for slight variations in the case of morsing. In all the instruments a peak is seen at E. The timbre of the rhythmic instruments can be more "metallic" or "hard" in texture. Mridangam generally has a sustained character of notes. The overtones in the instruments very much depends on the manufacturing. [14] . Table 1 shows the variation of frequency with amplitude for several instruments.
D. Artificial Neural network Studies
Studies using Artificial neural network [15] for identification of timbre of instruments gave 100% results for many neural networks. This indicates spectral content of the frequency -amplitude spectrum is highly indicative of the timbre of the instruments and studies of the spectra helps in assessing the type of instrument. The results from training several neural networks is shown in the fig 21. IV. CONCLUSIONS Frequency spectra from audio inputs of several instruments belonging to various categories namely stringed-plucked or bowed, Wind-blowing or reed, Percussion and Solid instruments were investigated. Instruments studied were Veena, Violin, Mandolin, Sitar, Sarod, Tambura, flute, nadaswaram, Shehnai, Saxophone, electronic keyboard, Mridangam, Morsing, Khanjira and Ghatam. It was found in general that the number of harmonics and overtones in stringed instruments were significantly larger in number which includes not only the reference pitch and its higher harmonics, and peaks at 3/2 times the fundamental frequency. 3/2 times the fundamental frequency at any pitch denotes the note P in Indian Classical music. It is a consonant note to the fundamental frequency and is hence always present.
1) String Instruments
In addition string instruments have several strings tuned to other frequencies which resonate when any string is plucked. This can give raise to several other peaks in the form of semitones and microtones which are of considerable amplitude. The additional frequencies are mostly at 9/8, 4/3, 81/64 or 243/128. However, flute and other wind instruments have fewer peaks. Flute in particular has usually only three peaks when the fundamental frequency is played which correspond to the fundamental, its upper octave and at the midpoint between the two which is the note P.
Nadaswaram, Saxophone and other reed instruments have many harmonics at several upper octaves but generally not other overtones. In percussion and solid instruments except morsing, instruments are played by striking and are rhythmic and hence do not show any particular dominant frequency. Hence frequency analysis at the first level can be used to categorise the family of a given instrument by studying the frequency response.
Artificial neural networks can be highly useful in interpreting the timbre of the instrument and this approach can give accurate results for identification of instrument.
This approach to identification of instruments is relatively new and very little work has been done hitherto in this area. The techniques of frequency analysis and Artificial neural network offer very new dimensions for the study of timbre or tone colour of an instrument.
